Dude, where’s my culture?
Have you ever stopped running around the hamster wheel and
looked around and thought where the hell am I? Who am I?
The deterioration of Western culture could not be felt greater
anywhere else but America. We’ve created an entire class of
“Haters” who for absolutely no logical reason hate President
Trump – so much so it has been named “Trump Derangement
Syndrome:”
Trump derangement syndrome (TDS) is a neologism used by
supporters of U.S. President Donald Trump[2][3] to describe a
reaction
to
Trump
by
liberals
and
Never
Trump neoconservatives, who they say respond to Trump’s
statements and political actions irrationally and with little
regard to Trump’s actual position or action taken.[4] The term
has been used by pro-Trump supporters to discredit criticism
of Trump’s actions.[5][1][6]
For those of us who have seen this in action it is no joke,
leftists can break down in tears at the sight of him or sound
of the words “Trump.”
We live in a world where a woman can fill out a form naming a
complete stranger as the father of her child, and without any
evidence – that man can be forced to pay child support and
more or face JAIL.
We live in a world where the US openly admits to being an
Empire and publishes documents to prove it based on an
analysis of past missions. This is a complete 180 as the US
has denied this for the 50 – 60 years that it’s been doing it.
Listening to this classic song “The Logical Song” is a great
metaphor describing how simple people became something else,

and now are ghosts of people.
people. They have no soul.

Today’s people are shadows of

Here’s the lyrics:
When I was young, it seemed that life was so wonderful
A miracle, oh it was beautiful, magical
And all the birds in the trees, well they’d be singing so
happily
Oh joyfully, playfully watching me
But then they send me away to teach me how to be sensible
Logical, oh responsible, practical
And they showed me a world where I could be so dependable
Oh clinical, oh intellectual, cynical
There are times when all the world’s asleep
The questions run too deep
For such a simple man
Won’t you please, please tell me what we’ve learned
I know it sounds absurd
Please tell me who I am
I said, watch what you say or they’ll be calling you a
radical
Liberal, oh fanatical, criminal
Won’t you sign up your name, we’d like to feel you’re
Acceptable
Respectable, oh…
It’s the programming hard at work.
During the 1960’s and
1970’s there was a cultural revolution in the West – it wasn’t
exclusive to USA by the way. But it was an exclusive Western
thing.
In Asia in that time there were still Bicycles in
Beijing, there were no “Asian Tigers” and there was no “Wal
Mart” selling Chinese crap to people at an ever increasingly
inflated price. There was no GMO.
The Establishment fought back hard against the simple people.
The war become not about country vs. country, not spy vs. spy
but about the classes against the masses. An elaborate plan
that took another 50 years to fully see the results play out
in the disaster we see in society today.

All these hippies what they were really on about – they were
really on to something.
Their instinct, and native
intelligence understood what was going on in ways they could
only explain in music.
The soul of man was being
commoditized. Schools which were previously about learning
and knowledge became tools of social control, tools to program
the masses whether it be gender confusion, or twisted
justifications of the grotesque actions of the empire (of the
Military Industrial Complex).
All this probably sounds like an anti-Imperialist rant by a
wanna be Socialist. But not! It is an attempt to understand
the system as a whole, this science is known as Cybernetics
(Theory of Systems). And why does someone need to understand
Cybernetics?
Because of course, then one can understand
Macroeconomics and especially International Markets.
Uber is now publicly traded and is worth about $70 Billion.
Who would have guessed it 10 years ago? All uber really is –
an app. Service As An App (SAAA) (this is the thing now,
create an acronym, get quoted. )
And it’s happening all over the world. Go Jek is a service in
Indonesia where you can get a guy on a scooter to get you a
pack of cigarettes or melons for a small amount of money.
It’s already a $4B+ valuation company.
With services like Uber Eats, Go Jek, and online shopping –
it’s a wonder why anyone physically goes to shopping malls
anymore. Of course, less and less people are doing so; but
the world is becoming more polarized and bifurcated. You have
an intellectual class that’s changing the way the world works
one industry, one story at a time. Then you have the phone
zombies that walk around staring at their phones that end up
getting hit by trucks or worse. You know, the masses. The
masses have deteriorated, and the classes have reinvented
themselves. For example Rich people live 14+ years longer.
That’s not a lot, but that gap didn’t exist 50 years ago.

This is a major global demographic shift.
The news media is filled with intrigues, #MeToo and #WeToo –
while Hyperloop is building a transportation tunnel so
passengers can go from LA to Silicon Valley in 30 minutes.
What’s amazing about what the Elite have created – they have
created a system of programming, surveillance, and control on
multiple layers (biological, chemical, psychological) and it’s
all by choice! People ask for it! People like Fakebook!
They like watching TV! Literally – they have created a slave
race which is completely voluntary. And if this is by design,
then bravo… because it’s a trap door for all of us to escape.
Our point here is to revisit history and keep current events
in perspective.
We live in a world where parents allow their young children to
CHOOSE THEIR GENDER. This is the most absurd thing – wait I
will hold my tongue – there may be something more absurd
coming down the pike. Women’s rights wasn’t enough – Obama
(who was an obvious closet homosexual) ushered in rights for
transgender people and the third gender. What is the third
gender?
Good question.
Ridiculous!!

Hermaphrodites.

Ridiculous.

Perhaps the next wave of rights abuses will be parents that
force their children to be the gender that they are born.
Protestors will hold signs with boys in dresses and girls in
suits demanding action be taken. Boys should be allowed to
wear dresses in schools if they choose! Parents shouldn’t buy
baseballs for their boys they should buy them dolls and
baseballs and allow them to choose!! What’s next? I’ll tell
you what’s next..
Brilliant logic explained emotionally by a simple person.
What happened Bob and all the other smart, hardworking,
honest, simple Americans?
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